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Objectives

Engaging students not only in collecting selected samples of their work for assessment,

evaluation, and career development but also in continuous reflection about such work and about

the process of developmental learning is a powerful complement to traditional measures of

student achievement.  The portfolio approach to gauging student learning—while not entirely

new in higher education—is yet a compelling and widely diverse method of recording

intellectual growth and, importantly, of involving students in a higher-order, critically reflective

process that enriches and refines their educational experience, helping to make them more aware

of their own learning at more sophisticated levels.

This workshop will offer both a foundation for the value of reflective practice in student

learning and a variety of practical applications of print and electronic learning portfolios from

across disciplines and institutional programs.  The underlying assumption of the session is that

the deep value of portfolios in improving student learning resides in engaging students not just in

collecting representative samples of their work for assessment, evaluation, or career preparation

but in addressing critically stimulating questions such as what one has learned; how was it

learned; when was it learned and how does it fit into a comprehensive, continual plan for

learning; what difference has the learning made in one’s intellectual, personal, and ethical

development; and why was it valuable to learn at all.  Exploring existing best-practice

fundamentals, models, and new ideas through interactive conversation and resource sharing are



key objectives of the workshop.

Activities

We will combine presentation of information about portfolio development, learning

theories that support the value of reflective practice, and diverse models with active discussion

of successful uses of portfolio use in participants’ own experiences and contexts.  Participants

will be encouraged to share both successes and challenges in creating learning portfolio projects

for a variety of purposes.  We will address several fundamental questions. How have items

collected in a portfolio contributed to higher-order learning?  What has the student learned from

the process of generating the work?  How does the work fit into a larger framework of learning

which goes beyond simply completing assignments?  Why was the work valuable in the

student’s overall intellectual development?  But we will also examine practical issues of

developing, assessing, and archiving of learning portfolios.  The workshop is structured to

encourage active conversation and sharing of ideas and resources in individual reflections and

small-group discussions and exercises.
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